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Abstract 

Numerical solutions are described for three-dimensional MHD equilibria 
in the presence of resonant magnetic field perturbations. The effects of a 
realistic spectrum of resonant field errors are calculated for a range of current 
profiles. It is found that field errors of the magnitude existing in present day 
devices, and contemplated for future devices, can produce a set of magnetic 
islands occupying a significant fraction of the plasma cross-section. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we describe numerical solutions for three-dimensional MHD 
equilibria in the presence of resonant magnetic field perturbations. Although 
the tokamak is nominally an axisymmetric device, present day tokamaks typ
ically have nonaxisymmetric resonant field errors of order SB/B «j 10~ 4. We 
will see that perturbations of this magnitude can have a significant effect 
on the plasma equilibrium, producing magnetic islands that short-circuit the 
confinement properties of the magnetic field. (Measured error field magni
tudes will be discussed in Sec. 2.) 

The poloida! and toroidal mode numbers of a resonant perturbation, 
(m,!i), satisfy the resonance condition m = nq for a rational surface in 
the plasma with safety factor q. Such a perturbation produces islands whose 
width scales as ^B/B^1, so that the equilibrium is sensitive to perturba
tions of relatively small amplitude. As we will see, the sensitivity to resonant 
perturbations is further enhanced by the plasma response, which can amplify 
the field errors. 

The numerical calculations for this paper were performed using the three-
dimensional equilibrium code PIES[1,2], which is capable of handling islands 
and stochastic regions. The code self-consistently flattens current and pres
sure profiles in islands and stochastic regions when they appear. We have 
specialized to zero /? to study the effect of the current profile on the self-
consistent plasma response. A previous paper has studied this issue from 
a purely analytical point of view, assuming tokamak ordering and narrow 
islands.[3] A review paper has presented an overview of field error effects, 
including a few illustrative numerical calculations.[4j This paper presents a 
more systematic set of numerical computations. 

Our equilibrium calculations assume zero fluid velocity. We will have 
something to say about the effects of fluid velocity in Sec, 5. 

We will present numerical solutions for a range of current profiles. It is to 
be expected that the character of our nonaxisymmetric equilibrium solutions 
will be strongly affected by the tearing stability properties of our current 
profiles. Let us first review the relation that has been established between 
equilibrium and stability properties for analytical solutions in a cylinder.[3] 
Figures 1 and 2 characterize the solutions in the absence and in the presence 
of an error field, respectively. The radial component of the resonant magnetic 
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field at the rational surface, fir(rjj, is plotted as a function of a profile 
parameter, with A' assumed to increase monotonically as a function of the 
parameter. (The island width is proportional to |£? r (r , ) | 1 / 2 . We plot Bt at 
the rational surface rather than the island width to retain phase information.) 

Figure 1 shows the behavior of the equilibrium solutions in the absence 
of an error field. For A' > 0, the cylindrically symmetric equilibrium is 
unstable. There are also equilibrium solutions corresponding to saturated 
tearing modes. As A' —» 0 from the right, the island width goes to zero, The 
point A' = 0 corresponds to a bifurcation point of the solution. 

In the presence of a nonaxisymmetric external perturbation, the solutions 
are as shown in Fig. 2. For A' < 0, the equilibrium is now a nonsymmetric one 
with an island. For large A' there are again three solutions. The external 
perturbation breaks the bifurcation at A ' = 0, so that the solution now 
consists of two independent branches. The solution for A' < 0 goes smoothly 
into the locked mode solution for A' > 0, This is the branch that we are 
interested in. 

The generic behavior of the solutions follows from general arguments of 
bifurcation theory,[5] and does not depend on the details of the equations. In 
particular, we can expect that the generic features of the solutions that we 
have described above will not be affected by the addition of toroidicity. In the 
absence of an external perturbation, there is an axisymmetric solution. In 
the unstable regime, there are also nonaxisymmetric solutions corresponding 
to saturated tearing modes. As the growth rate of the tearing mode goes 
to zero, we can expect the saturated, island width to go to zero. In the 
absence of a nonaxisymmetric external perturbation, the marginal stability 
point corresponds to a bifurcation point for the equilibrium solutions. The 
bifurcation point appears because of the presence of an underlying symmetry 
(axisymmetry) which is broken by the instability, The solution must be 
independent of the phase of the instability, giving rise to a bifurcation. 

When a nonaxisymmetric external perturbation is imposed, the solutions 
with large islands in the unstable regime retain their character, so that for 
current profiles corresponding to tearing modes with large growth rate there 
are still three equilibrium solutions. In the presence of the perturbation, 
the stable axisymmetric equilibrium goes into a nonaxisymmetric equilib
rium with an island. We can expect this solution to go smoothly into the 
locked mode solution in the unstable regime. The underlying symmetry that 
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produced the bifurcation at the marginal point has been broken. 
In principle, we can calculate locked mode solutions by using our three-

dimensional equilibrium code to track the equilibrium solution from the sta
ble regime into the unstable regime. In practice we find that PIES readily 
converges to solutions on the stable branch if initialized appropriately, so that 
it is not necessary to track from the stable regime if only a single solution 
is desired. Note from Fig. 2 that solutions on the stable branch are readily 
distinguished from those on the unstable branch by the phase of the island. 
The angular locations of the O-points and X-points are interchanged for the 
two branches. (Continuity implies that the phase remains the same as one 
moves along a given branch.) 

Although we can solve the fully three-dimensional problem in a torus, it 
is also useful to look at solutions in a cylinder. Such solutions are helpful in 
understanding the physics, because the island width is tied directly to the 
radial component of the field (to oc | .Br| 1 ' 1). A separate study of cylindri
cal solutions will also allow us to determine what effects are due to toroidal 
coupling. In addition, cylindrical geometry is convenient for systematic pa
rameter scans because the absence of toroidal coupling reduces the number » 
of Fourier modes required, and therefore reduces the computational expense. 
Section 3 presents numerical calculations in cylindrical geometry. 

In Sec. 4 we present numerical calculations in toroidal geometry. 
The correspondence of our results with experimental observations, and 

the practical implications of our results, are discussed in Sec. 5. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section we describe the field error imposed as a boundary condition 
in our numerical solutions, and we relate it to field errors that are believed 
to exist in present day tokamaks. We also describe the set of current profiles 
studied in our numerical calculations. In addition, we give a brief overview 
of the PIES code. 

Nonaxisymmetric error fields are produced in present day tokamaks by 
such things as finite tolerances in installation of the poloidal and toroidal 
field coils, the presence of bus bars, etc. Typical magnitudes of such fields 
are SB/B ss 10""1 for the low order Fourier components. In JET, the m = 2, 
n = \ Fourier component of the field error is believed to be of order 1 Gauss 
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at the q = 2 surface, and to be caused by the toroidal bus bars.[6] In ASDEX, 
the (2,1) Fourier component of the error field is believed to be about one or 
two Gauss,[7] and to be caused by the finite tolerances in the installation of 
the toroidal field coils. In DIII-D, the contribution of the PF coils to the field 
error has been measured, and is found to have an m = 2, n = 1 amplitude 
of about 2 Gauss.[S] 

On the basis of the experimental observations and theoretical calculations, 
the BPX project adopted a tentative field error tolerance of the form 

E :(=^r<* « 
with E w .05.(9] Preliminary studies indicated that this would produce a 
very stringent tolerance on coil placement,[9] and would also place a strin
gent constraint on some of the PF coil winding patterns. It was decided to 
incorporate error field trim coils in the proposed design for the purpose of 
tuning out residual field errors. 

For our numerical equilibrium solutions, we calculate the imposed error 
field from a small shift and elliptical deformation of a nearly circular poloidal 
field coil. The coil is placed at R = 6o (where R is the major radius and a the 
minor radius), which is typical for the large vertical field coil in a tokamak. 
The coil current and shift were chosen to approximately reproduce the n = 1 
error field spectrum which had been reported for DIII-D on the basis of known 
PF coil installations errors,[10] (Since this work was begun, the PF coil field 
errors on DIII-D have been directly measured,[8] and the field error amplitude 
believed to exist in the device has been revised upward by about a factor of 
2.) The shift is 0.5%, and the current is approximately that required by 
the Shafranov formula for radial force balance. [11] The elliptical deformation 
was also taken to be ,5%. This is comparable to the maximum measured 
elliptical deformation of the TFTR poloidal field coils. The resulting m = 3, 
n = 2 field error is very close to that measured on DIII-D, while the imposed 
fidd errors for n = 2 and higher m fall off more rapidly than those measured 
on DIII-D. In specifying our boundary condition, we retain only resonant 
Fourier components of the nonaxisymmetric field. The values of Brnm/B at 
the boundary for n = 1, m = 2 to 5 are 5.7 x 1 0 - 5 , 3.7 x 10" 5 , 2.0 x 1 0 - 5 , 
and 1.0 x 10~ 5. For n = 2, only the odd m Fourier components are retained 
in the boundary condition, since the even m components only produce small 
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modifications of the n = 1 resonances. The amplitudes for n = 2, m odd 
from m = 3 to m = 9 are 3.3 x 10~ s, 1.0 x 1CT5, 2.0 x 1CT6, and 3.3 x 10" 7 . 

In addition to the resonant field error, tokamaks also have & noaaxisym-
metric component of the magnetic field produced by the discreteness of the 
toroidal field coils. The magnitude of this "field ripple" is typically much 
larger than the magnitude of the field error we are considering, but it is non-
resonant, and therefore does not produce islands. We neglect this nonreso-
nant part of the nonaxisymmetric magnetic field in the calculations described 
in this paper. 

Now we turn to a description of our current profiles. We specify 

< r = j B / 5 2 . 

For a zero /? equilibrium, this quantity is constant along field lines. On the 
good flux surfaces, cr is a function of the flux surface. In the stochastic 
regions, a must be a constant. In the islands, we are free to choose cr to be 
any function of the flux surfaces. We take a to be flat in the islands. 

Our calculations use the set of current profiles investigated by Furth et 
al.[12] We set 

This set, of current profiles has been used extensively for tearing mode stud
ies. (Our q profiles will differ somewhat from that of these previous studies 
because of the effects of toroidicity, and because of differences in the assumed 
aspect ratios.) Equation (2) contains three free parameters, cro, po a.ud 7, al
lowing us to independently control the q on axis, the "peakedness" of the 
current profile, and the location of the rational surfece. In the absence of 
islands and stochastic regions, p is defined to be a flux surface label that mea
sures the distance along the midplane from the magnetic axis to the outer 
edge of the corresponding flux surface. When islands and stochastic regions 
are present, we integrate along the midplane from the magnetic axis to the 
edge of the computational domain, defining 

&p_ __ \ 0 in islands and stochastic regions, 
dR ~ \ 1 elsewhere. ^ ' 

We extend p off the midplane by taking it to be constant on flux surfaces. 
With this definition p, and therefore cr, is constant in the islands and the 
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stochastic regions. (Sykes and Wesson have used a similar method for spec
ifying current profiles in their calculations of cylindrical equilibria with is-
lands.[l3]) When islands appear, we adjust the values of <7o and po to keep 
the q on axis and the total current fixed. In cylindrical geometry, this also 
fixes q at the edge. 

To calculate a three-dimensional equilibrium solution, the PIES code be
gins with an initial gu*ss for the magnetic field. For this purpose, we typ
ically use an analytical, cylindrically symmetric equilibrium solution. We 
can also initialize with the calculated solution for a different set of parame
ters, allowing efficient tracking of the equilibrium solution as a function of a 
continuously varying parameter. The code proceeds by iteratively improving 
the guess for the field. At each iteration, the code follows a set of field lines 
filling the volume of interest. A diagnostic determines where the islands and 
stochastic regions are. Magnetic coordinates are calculated for the good flux 
surfaces. These calculations allow the code to determine the spatial distribu
tion of current from the given a profile. The magnetic field is then updated 
by solving Ampere's law, 

V x B = j , 
in the presence of those currents. The boundary condition specifies the nor
mal component of the magnetic field on the boundary of the computational 
domain. The code continues the iteration procedure until the magnetic field 
converges. The algorithm can be summarized by the equation 

V x B n + I = j ( B n ) . 

The magnetic field at the (rc-(-l)'st step is calculated by solving Ampere's law, 
using a current which is a complicated nonlinear function of the nagnetic field 
at the Ti'th step. In this form, it is clear that the method is closely related 
to the well-known Picard iteration scheme for solving the Grad-Shafranov 
equation in two dimensions. This iterative scheme for solving the three-
dimensional MHD equilibrium equations was proposed by Grad[14] and by 
Spitzer[f5] in the I9501s. 

3. Numerical Calculations in Cylindrical Geometry 

In this section we describe the results of numerical calculations in cylin
drical geometry. Although the PIES code can handle toroidal geometry (and 
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toroidal calculations will be presented in Sec. 4), cylindrical calculations are 
useful for clarifying the physics, because the island width is tied directly to 
the radial component of the field. A separate study of cylindrical solutions * 
also allows us to determine what effects are due to toroidal coupling. In 
addition, cylindrical geometry is convenient for systematic parameter scans, 
because the absence of toroidal coupling reduces the number of Fourier modes 
required, and therefore reduces the computational expense. 

Before turning to a more systematic study, we first illustrate the effect 
we are looking at for a set of particularly simple cases. We assume helical 
symmetry, so that there is only a single resonant mode. In that case, the 
interpretation of the results is not complicated by mode coupling effects. We 
look at a set of helical solutions in a long, thin cylinder {Ra/a = 20) for an 
m = 2, n = 1 mode, taking -7 = 4 and p0/a = .6 in Eq. (2), and choosing <r0 

so that q on axis is 1.05. The mode is unstable for this choice of parameters. 
Figure 3 shows the equilibrium value of RoBr/aB^ as a function of r/a for 

three different levels of error field. The error field in each case is specified by 
fixing BT at the boundary. Conventional tearing mode calculations assume 
that Br -+ 0 at the boundary. The curve with BT = 0 a t ' r = a corresponds » 
to the saturated tearing mode in the absence of an error field. The corre
sponding normalized value of Br at the rational surface is 1.6 x 10"*, which 
gives an island width of about 5%. * 

In addition to BT = 0 at the edge, we also show cases with normalized 
m = 2, n = 1 Br values of 10"*4 and 3 x 10"* at the edge. In the absence 
of a self-consistent plasma response, Br would decay linearly away from the 
boundary. For RoBT(r = a)/aB<f, = 10""*, for example, the vacuum error 
field would have a magnitude at the rational surface about half that of the 
saturated mode. Instead, we find that the self-consistent plasma response 
strongly amplifies the error field, so that the field at the rational surface is 
about 5 times that at the edge, and about 3 times what it is in the absence 
of an error field. Multiplying the field at the edge by a factor of 3 gives little 
change in the shape of the eigenfunction, so that the field at the rational 
surface is now about 4 times what it is at the boundary, and about 8 times 
what it is in the absence of an error field. 

Our helical calculations show that MHD equilibria can be sensitive to 
the presence of small nonaxisymmetric perturbations. The amplification is • 
sufficient to suggest that error fields of the magnitude that exist in present 
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devices can produce significant islands. Now we turn to three-dimensional 
calculations, and we study the dependence of the island width on the current 

• profile. The current profile parameter, 7, is varied over a range from 7 = 1 
to 7 = 3. We keep qa fixed at a value of 1.1, and we fix paja = 0.6. We do 
these calculations in a fatter cylinder, RQ/CL = 3.0. For these calculations we 
also impose the more realistic spectrum of error fields described in Sec. 2. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the calculated locations of the island edges as a 
function of 7 without and with an error Held. An open circle indicates the 
inner edge of an island, and a filled circle indicates an outer edge. Each island 
is labeled with its corresponding m/n. These calculations employed 60 radial 
grid surfaces, and islands smaller than the radial grid size were neglected. 

Figure 4 shows that the current profile gets increasingly unstable as we 
increase 7. The saturated width of the 2/1 island goes up. Islands appear 
at the 3/1 and 3/2 rational surfaces when 7 = 2.5. Previous tearing mode 
calculations have also shown increasing instability with increasing 7, and 
have seen a tendency for disruptions as 7 approaches 4. [16] (However, these 
disruption calculations were done in the limit of a narrow cylinder, while our 
calculations take Rja = 3.) From these previous calculations we know that 
the flattening of the current profile caused by the presence of the 2/1 island 
plays a major rolp in destabilizing the 3/2 mode. 

t Figure 5 shows that in the presence of the field error, the islands are 
larger and more numerous. As the 2/1 island width goes up, the effect of the 
2/1 error field is actually decreasing. This is accompanied by an increasing 
sensitivity to the presence of the n = 2 Fourier components of the error 
field. Overall, the total island width for all the values of 7 is considerably 
larger in the presence of the field error than in its absence. The decreasing 
sensitivity to the 2/1 error field at large A' has been seen also in analytical 
calculations,[3] and is to be expected on physical grounds. When the radial 
magnetic field associated with a saturated island is sufficiency large relative 
to the error field, we can expect the error field to have only a small effect on 
the saturated island width. 

Figure 6 shows the Poincare plot for 7 = 3 with error fields. Note that 
we show only the region r > .4, corresponding to the region shown in figures 
4 and 5. There are no islands in the region r < .4. The figure shows a large 
fraction of the outer half of the plasma occupied by islands. We see higher 
order n = 3 islands beginning to emerge. We have not included n = 3 terms 
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in our error field. We expect that such terms could have a large effect on 
the 7 = 3 islands near the plasma edge. As we increase 7 to 3 and beyond, 
the calculations become increasingly expensive because of the need to retain 
increasing numbers of Fourier modes. The equilibria also become increasingly 
uninteresting, in the sense that the plasma becomes poorly confined in the 
presence of the large number of modes. 

In the next section we look at the effects of toroidicity on our results. 

4. Numerical Calculations in Toroidal Geometry 

In the previous section we described a series of three-dimensional equi
librium calculations, with and without field errors, for five diiferent values of 
7 ranging from 7 ^ 1 to 7 = 3. In this section we look at toroidal effects. 
For this purpose, we have calculated toroidal three-dimensional equilibrium 
solutions for 7 = 1 and 7 = 1.5. As in the cylindrical runs we fix po/a = .6 
and R/a = 3, and we adjust o-0 to give a g on axis of about 1.1, The resulting 
q profile is slightly higher at the edge in a torus than it is i t a cylinder. As 
in the series of cylindrical runs, we impose the field error spectrum described 
in Sec. 2. 

Figure 7 shows the Poincare plot for 7 •= 1 in the absence of field errors. * 
The 2/1 island is approximately the same width as in cylindrical geometry. 
There is now, in addition, a 3/1 island, presumably driven by the toroidal 
coupling to the 2/1 mode. 

Figure 8 shows what happens in the presence of field errors. As for the 
cylindrical solution, the islands are larger and more numerous than in the 
absence of field errors. The n = 1, m > 1 islands are somewhat larger than 
in the cylindrical case, and n = 2 islands are now visible. The total island 
width across the midplane is about 23% c »he minor radius. 

Figures 9 is a Poincare plot for 7 = 1.5 in the absence of field errors. The 
2/1 and 3/1 islands are larger than for 7 = 1, and 3/1 and 3/2 islands are 
now visible. This is to be contrasted with the cylindrical case, where only 
the 2/1 island was present. 

Figure 10 shows the effect of field errors for 7 = 1.5. The islands are again 
larger and more numerous. Higher order islands are now visible with n as t 

high as 3- We would expect that the plasma is getting close to a disruption. 
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We find for both values of 7 that the 2/1 island is not strongly affected by 
toroid-city. Toroidal coupling does lead to increased island widths for n = 1, 

• m > 2. The toroidal calculations also show larger island widths for n > 1. 

5. Discussion 

We have numerically calculated the effects of a realistic spectrum of reso
nant field errors 011 three-dimensional equilibria for a range of current profiles. 
(The magnitude of our field error in actually somewhat smaller than that be
lieved to exist on present day devices.) For all of our current profiles qo « 1.1 
and qciac < 5. The m/n = 2/1 mode is tearing unstable, and for R/a = 3 
we observe only a modest error field effect on the saturated island, with an 
increase in width of at most fifty percent corresponding to aoout a factor of 
two enhancement of the resonant field at the rational surface. (This is to be 
contrasted with the helical calculation in a long, thin cylinder, presented at 
the beginning of Sec. 3, where amplification of the field by a factor of four 
to five is observed.) The most important effect of field errors observed in 
these calculations is an increase in the width and number of n -— 1, m > 2 
islands and n > 1 islands, so that a significantly larger fraction of the r iasma 
is occupied by islands. 

* We can interpret these results in terms of previous tearing mode stabil
ity studies, and in terms of our analytical error field studies.[3] It is well 
known that the Sattening of the current profile produced by a magnetic is
land stabilizes the corresponding mode, and is what causes it to saturate, 
but destabilizes other modes.[17,16,18] We have found that the addition of 
nonaxisymmetric field errors produces a modest effect on island widths well 
above marginal instability^ but that the error field can be strongly amplified 
in the neighborhood of marginal stability (either just above or just below 
marginal stability). These effects, taken together, suggest that field errors 
will make themselves felt by producing a large set of islands at many rational 
surfaces. 

Our calculations show that field errors of the magnitude that exists in 
present day devices, and is contemplated for future devices, can significantly 
affect three-dimensional equilibrium. The three-dimensional equilibrium cal-

t culations neglect the effect of toroidal plasma rotation. To assess the practical 
implications of our calculations, we need to take those effects :nto account. 
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Rotation of an island relative to the stationary external field error shields 
the island region from influence by the field error. The currents which shield 
the resonant layer from the external field are regenerated by the rotation, in 
the same manner in which a resistive external shell can maintain its stabi
lizing effect if the plasma rotates toroidaIly.(19j (The rotation time scale in 
both cases needs to be short compared to the relevant resistive diffusion time 
scale.) 

A rotating magnetic island feels a torque due to the nonaxisymmetric er
ror field, and due to the nonaxisymmetric field produced by currents induced 
in external resistive conductors. When an unstable island grows to suffi
ciently large width, the torque can be large enough to stop the rotation of 
the island, and lock it on to the external field.[20] Toroidal rotation measure
ments typically show that the rotation velocity then goes to zero everywhere 
in the plasma.[6] At this point the effects described in this paper come into 
play. 

When an unstable tearing mode locks onto the external error field, our 
calculations show that *he saturated island width will be increased by the 
influence of the error field. Even more important with the plasma now sta
tionary, a large set of rational surfaces becomes susceptible to the influence of 
field errors, and many stationary islands appear. These conclusions are con
sistent with a belief among many experimentalists that locked modes tend 
to disrupt more readily than rotating tearing modes (although we are not 
aware of any statistical studies that test this belief). 

Locked modes also appear in low density ohmic discharges in the absence 
of any detectable precursor instability.[21] This appears to occur when the 
viscous drag on the island induced by the "?ror field becomes sufficiently 
small to be overcome by the torque exerted by the field error.[22] Here, too, 
a serious deterioration of confinement is generally observed, even though the 
vacuum island width induced by the resonant field error is small. 

A recent theory of low density locked modes finds that error fields pen
etrate more easily in large devices,[23] so that field errors of order SB/B * 
10~5 will be sufficient to cause locking in ITER. The penetration of field 
errors of this magnitude suggests that rotation effects will no longer be of 
significance for startup on such large devices. The significant issues will relate 
to the effects described in this paper. 

There is at least one other situation where the effects described in this pa-
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per need to be taken into account. The use of time varying nonaxisymmetric 
fields is sometimes suggested for the purpose of sweeping divertor nonax-
isymmetries across the divertor plates in the toroidal direction. The fields 
required for this purpose must be large enough to dominate the error fields, 
and may cause mode locking in a rotating frame. As long as the time scale 
for rotation is slow compared to the Alfven time scale, the three-dimensional 
equilibrium considerations of this paper will apply in a rotating frame. Mode 
locking of externally induced islands in a rotating frame has even been sug
gested as a means of injecting momentum into a plasma.|24] Here one clearly 
needs to be concerned about the resulting equilibrium island widths in the 
rotating frame. 

Our discussion of plasma rotation leads us to the conclusion that the 
consideration of field error amplification effects'can be largely decoupled from 
plasma rotation issues. For low density ohmic startup of large tokamaks such 
as ITER, calculations indicate that the penetration threshold of field errors 
is quite small, and rotatbn can be safely neglected in applying the theory of 
this paper. For the evolution of rotating, unstable tearing modes, field error 
amplification effects can be neglected. When the mode locks, the subsequent 
evolution of the plasma can generally be calculated without "gard to rotation 
effects. The effects of a rotating externally imposed nonaxuvmmetric field 
can similarly be calculated, when islands lock, in a rotating reference frame, 
with no further regard for rotation effects. 

We conclude finally that field error effects will become increasingly im
portant in large devices such as ITER. These effects should be taken into 
account in determining construction tolerances, and possibly in guiding t ie 
design of nonaxisymmetric trim coils for tuning out residual field errors. 
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Figures 
Fig. 1. Schematic plot of BT{r,) as a function of a profile parameter in the 

absence of field errors. We assume that A' increases monotonically with 
the profile parameter. 

Fig. 2. Behavior of i?r(»\>) in the presence of an error field. The dashed line 
indicates its behavior in the absence of field errors. 

Fig. 3. Normalized radial field for a helical equilibrium solution with several 
different values of the error field. 

Fig. 4. Calculated locations of island edges as a function of y for a cylindrical 
plasma in the absence of error fields. Open circles indicate the inner island 
edges, and filled circles indicate the other edges. Labels on the right of 
the figure indicate m/n for each island, where m is the poioidal mode 
number and n is the toroidal mode number. 

Fig. 5. Island edges as a function of 7 in the presence of error fields. 

Fig. 6. Poincare plot for 7 = 3 cylindrical solution with error fields. 

Fig. 7. Poincare plot for a toroidal solution with Rfa = 3, 7 = 1 and no 
error field. 

Fig. 8. Poinoare plot for a toroidal solution with Rja = 3, 7 = 1 and error 
field as described in the text. 

Fig. 9. Poincare plot for a toroidal solution with 7 = 1.5 and no error field. 

Fig. 10. Poincare plot for a toroidal solution with error field for 7 = 1.5. 
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